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SILVER CITY,

X. M., AYKDX1.SUAY,

JAMTA1N

15, 189(5.

PK1CK

5 CENTS

lie assessed to the company or companies
owning or operating the same on the 1st
.lay of March, A. 1). 1896, for the purAnnual Meeting of the Territorial
pose of taxation, as follows, towit : Every
Board of Equalization.
telephone company haviug a central
office in any city or town within the terThe alua fur taiatlou of I.andtt, Ritllroud
ritory, with fifty phones or less, shall le
himI Telegraph Illicit. Live Htoc U
assessed at the rale of $50 per phone,
Hnil other Property flxeil
this includes all poles and fixtures, and
lor lKlltl.
each addition phone, shall be assessed
at the rate of $:t0 per phone and at the
On Janiuiry 2, 18!W at Santa Fe, tlie
rate of $13 per mile of line for the
board o( equalization oí the terrifirst w ire of telephone across thecoiintry
tory of New Mexico met for the
and at the rate of $5 per mile for each
transaction of such business as might
additional wire.
properly come before it, there being
It is further ordered and decided by
present C. V. Kennedy, V. Ii. Tipton,
this board that all railroads of standard
George L. Ulrick, P. (J. Hobart; absent,
guagr, situated south of the north end
Koiuulo Martinz. Ami after disposing
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc deAll railroads of standard guage, which
of appeals the bounl made the following
pot, in the city of Albuquerque, N. M..
shall he subject to taxation on the 1st
orders :
including the Atlantic and Pacific railIt is ordered by this board that the of March, A. I). 1S1M, in each county in road, the Southern Pacific railroad, and
following schedules of valuation for the the territory of New Mexico, through ail other standard guage railroads, south
assessment of all property throughout which they may run and are situated oi saul city of Alliuquerqae, . iU., sui-jethe territory of New Mexico, for taxa and running north and east of the Atchto taxation on the first day of
ison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad depot
tion purposes lor tno ensuing vear, is
March, A. 1). 1806, shall lie assessed and
hereby llxed and established, and all in the city of Albuquerque, X. M., shall valued for the purposes of taxation, to
taxable property shall be assessed at the be valued and assessed to the company the company or companies owing or opor companies ow ning or operating the
valuation herein fixed, to wit:
erating the same, in the county through
All workable coal lauds, situated not same, at the rate of $7,000 per mile for which they run, at the rate of $0,500 per
more than ten miles from any operated each and every line of main line, and at mile for each and every mile of main
railroad, shall be assessed at $20 per the rate of $2,500 per mile for each aiiil line, ami at the rate of $1,500 per mile
acre, and all of the aíxive classed coal every mile of switch and sitie track, and for all branch lines, ami at the rale of
lands, situated more than ten miles at the rate of $1,500 per mile for each $2,500 per mile for all switches and side
from any operated railroad shall lie as- and every mile of branch lines, and that tracks connected with said road, which
tlir assessment and value per mile on said valuation shall include all rolling
sessed at $10 jrt acre.
All merchantable timber lands, situ- the above stated main line, branch line stock used by said company or compaated not more than lifteen miles from and switches, shall include all rolling nies, except Pullman Palace carsron- any 0erated railroad line, shall be as- stock of saitl company or companies sisting of locomotive engines and cars of
used thereon, except such cars as lielottg
sessed at $'1.50 per acre.
all descriptions, but shall not include
All merchantable timber lauds situ- to the Pullman Palace Car company and any buildings, tools or machinery used
ated at a greater distance than lifteen designated a Pullman palace ear., and in repair shops, or any other material
miles from any operated railroad, shall consisting of locomotive engines and cars or supplies, nor telegraph lines.
of all descriptions, but shall not include
be assessed at $1..'i0 per acre.
It is further ordered and decided by
Each quarter section or fractional any buildings, machinery or tools used this board that all narrow guage railmaroads running through and being operpart thereof of land with permanent in repair shops, or any supplies or
shall it include telegrabh
nor
lcriáis,
water thereon, suitable for grazing
ated within this territory of New Mexlines.
ico, and subject to taxation on the 1st
only, shall
assessed at $1.23 per
It is ordered anil decided by thislioard day of March, 1MB, shall lie valued for
acre.
All lands suitable for grazing purposes that all telegraph lines that are com- the purposes of taxation, in the various
only, and without permanent water pleted and in operation within the ter- counties through which they run at the
thereon, shall be assessed at 23 cents ritory of New Mexico, on the 1st day of rate of $:t,000 per miles of m ain and
March, A. 1)., 18!)tS, bliall lie valued and branch lines, and at the rale of $1,500
per acre.
All other lands and property, not assessed to the company or companies per mile on all switches and side tracks
herein specified, shall be assessed at operating the same, within the counties connected therewith, which said valutheir actual value, which value ohall be through which they are operated, at the ation shall include all rolling stock con- construed to mean the price such land rate of $23 per mile for the first wire sisting of locomotive engines and ears of
or property would bring at forced sale. and $5 per mile for each and every ad- all descriptions, except Pullman Palace
cars, but shall not include any buildings
It is further ordered and decreed that ditional wire.
the following personal property shall be
It is further ordered and decided by tools or iiiuchinery used in repair shops,
assessed and alued for the purpose of this Imnnl that all telephone line" shpll or tr!,,i,,Mi,l or :"p'i'ice, or tiWrH)

PROPERTY

VALUES.

taxation as follows:

horses,
cow ponies, at $10 per head ;
American horses, at $:i0 per head;
American mules, at $40 per head ; Mexican muleg, at $10 per head ; burros, at
$3 per head ; stock cattle, south of the
the thirty-tilt- h
parallel, $7 per head;
stock cattle north of said parallel, at $8
per head; all improved sheep, at $1 per
head; all unimproved sheep, at 75 cents
per head; all Angora goats or graded
Angora goats that produce a fleece that
is clipped for market shall lie assessed
at $2 r head ; all common goats that
prodtuv no clip or fleece shall be assessed
at 50 cents per head; all improved cattle
that are suitable for dairy purposes shall
he assessed at $25 cr head.

$3 per head

All

stock

;

p--

ct

pur-jios-

1

es

2
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lines.
In the matter of fixing thé values of
standard guage railroads, north of, the
city of Albuquerque, N. M., it shali be
understood that such valuation does
not apply to' the Union I'auific, Denver
& Gulf railroad. This board after due
consideration has fixed the following
values on the property of said railroad
company. Said road shall be assessed
to the company or companies operating
the same, at the rate of $4,000 per mile
for each and every mile of main line,
and at the rate of $2,000 per mile for
each and every mile of side track, and
this shall include all rolling stock of
saiil company used thereon, consisting
of locomotive engines and cars of all descriptions, except Pullman palace cars,
but ahull not include any buildings,
tools, or machinery used in repair shops
or supulies or materials or material on
hand, nor telegraph lines.
The llmiil Infamy.

The only controversy in the Eastern
press and in most of the AVestem for
that matter, is as to the kind of a bond
and the rale of interest it símil draw
that Mr. Cleveland shall issue to replenish the treasury wiih gold. Thai
bonds should not be Issued at all don't
seem to strike the sages of the American
press.
For example, the New York World,
tha, has broken out like a mad dog
again.it Cleveland because he proposes
another eon. mot wiih the i'.erp.mi-Mur-ga- n
Iwnd syndicate, only urges that the
public shall he given an opportunity to
subscribe for the Iwid; heioiv Uk-- syndicate shall Ik. resoned m.
Whether the boudi wnic.i it s imeiided
to exchange for gold shall bear 3
or 4
per cent interest, or whether an opportunity shall be given to the public to
subscribe for them or they shall be sold
forthwith to the syndicate makes little
or no difference. The difference is
only
that betwixt tweedle-duiand twecdle-dee- .
If the 4 per cent bonds are offered
the premium they will bring will make
up for the difference in ihe
rale of 4 and
3 per cent; and if they are
offered to the
public scarcely the smallest fraction of
them will be bought by the Wes:,
and
the Eastern bankers will manipulate
buyers so that what are bought in that
way will be on their account. The whole
business is a sort of Hash light entertainment gotten up by the goldbugs
themselves to blind the people while
they bind them in the bonds which both
sides are anxious to have' forged.
To issue nny bonds in a time of profound peace is a crime against the people, and whoever assists in carrying
out
the damnable and infamous plot , whether through 3 or 4 per cents, or by public
subscription or a deal with the' syndicate, is a participant in the crime and
n

JANUARY

15, 18i6

deserves public execration.
Every true patriot in the senate and
every lover of his species out of it will
resist with all the parliamentary obstruction which skill and physical endurance can devise the indorsement of
any bond issuing proposition whatsoever.
Let Cleveland and the democratic
s,
cuckoos and Sherman, Reed and
McKinley, with their republican
Uies,
take all the responsibility for the sale of
all bonds. The senate should have none
of it.
gold-bug-

Arial 25, its latest possible d i , vi
event which h ad no' I
i
during i ,i
,
will no, .i,u..i i. i.' i 'lu i
i..
1943. The last tune Easier ico
earliest date was in 1818. T i will ..oi
happen again during this ceo;ury or
the next. In 1895 it come surprisingly
near breakihg this century's early Easter date record, falling on March 25.
The Easter dates for the remainder of
the century are: 1896, April 5; 1897,
April 7; 1898, April 10; 1899, April 2;
.

,

1900, April 15.

No goldbug of prominence, whether in

the senate or out of it, has denied that
if the administration should determine
to avail itself of the option which the
law gives it to redeem greenbacks and
demand notes in gold or silver paying
gold when it suited it and silver when
it suited it then the run upon the treas
ury gold would stop instantly.
The
United States treasury would no longer
ue me gum pn mío wincn every gold rat
in the world is now gnawing to carry off
its yellow wealth at pleasure. Neither
.Sherman nor Heed nor McKinley nor
Harrison, nor Hill nor Vilas nor Gorman
nor Brice, are willing that the administration should do this, for ihat would end
the conspiracy n which they are engaged,
par nobile fratrum f) permanently force
ihe country to the single gold basis.
Rocky Mountain News.
K

irly muí

Lt

EaxUiM.

Easter Sunday cannot happen earlier
than March 22, or later than April 25,
but. Uaween these two dates it has a
range of 35 days. At the time of the
Council of N ee, 325, X. 1)., itw.H .ureed
by the reireseu;aiives present that from
that time forward Easter should fall on
the first Sunday after the full moon
on or next after the March 21;
or, in other words, "on the first Sunday
after the first full moon after the sun
crosses the line."
Since the above arrangement was
adopted by the great eeclesi.mieal council referred t., Easter has fallen on
March 22 and on every dale between
that and April 25, but it is only after
long intervals of lime that it occurs on
its extreme dates, in l8ti Easter fell o,i

The

Meaning of French Terms used In Urea,
Velours Vel vet.
Broche Lírocaded.
Faille Corded silk.
Matclasse
Raised figures, as if quilted.
Taffeta silk with a plain, glossy surface.
1'arua Used to designate a set of
jewelry.
Silk with a well deiied
cord.
Reps Corded silk or wool.
Reverá Lapels like those of a man's
Gros-gfiii-

coat.
A very full pleating of any
Ruclu
material.
Ecru A yellowish white, the color of

raw silk.
Coquille Shell niching,
Fichu Cape.
Point d'esprit Dotted lace.
Pompon A Huffy ball of silk, wool nr

feathers,
Figaro
Frou-frot-

short fancy jacket.
The rustling noise made

A

i

by silk.
Coiffure
Toque
Capote
Chiffon

The

head-dres-

liirbanliko hat.
small bonnet.
Literally, a rag; asofl, gauzy

A clo..e
A

material.
Moussoline do Soie Silk muslin.
Soutache
llraid.
Chic Stylish.
Fin de Siecle Up to date.
WANTED-A- N
1 DEAllocanthln
of lome oiinplo
ng to patent? Protect your Ideas;
theymny

th

RUirl
0.. for

at"nt Attorneys, Washington,
their l,uu prize offer.
P.0,'

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

MUSICCO.
EL

'ASO, TEXAS,
Hi) .S'ai Fiai.vitvu .St.

PIANO.
ALBUQUERQUE, X.
203 Itailrvad .lw.te.

.,

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have
dealt.
Tunii.g ui Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogué of new stvle' Pianos,
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.

The Misses Matthews, daughters of
James Matthews, who recently came
here from Santa Cruz, California will
Purely establish a kindergarten in Silver City.
They have already alwit twenty of the
'little tots" enrolled.

miasm

Orlut of Head ble Paragraphs Which
Don't forget the coming of the Chica
Bhonld Not be O verlooked
go Ladies' quartet on January 28th and
29th. Thev were here two years ago
Br our Reitderi
and delighted the people. They are de
serving of crowded houses, which will
"January is as pleasant as May" in doubtless greet them.
Silver City, if December was not.
The officers of Minnehaha council No.
Born In Pinos Altos, January 7, 1806, 1.
Daughters of Pocohontai I. O. K. M.
McLean
to the wife of Malcolm
to be installed tonight are : Miss Addie
a daughter.
Clayton, Pocohontas; Miss M.K. Koeh-le- r,
Prophetess; Miss Ilattie Whitehall,
The date of the ladies' leap year Japanese party has been changed to Friday C. of R. ; M H8 Minnie Schwartz, K. of W. ;
Miss Belle Eckles, Wenona and J. E.
February 7th.

Wholesale and Retail

MERCHANTS;
Jobbers and Dealers
in Staple and Fancy

meeting of the board of regents of White, Powhatan.
Born At Central, N. M. January, 10,
the Normal School will be held here on
18!)6, to the wife of W. II. Decker, a son,
Monday, January 27th.
weight nine pounds.
Services at the Methodist church next
Papa Decker says the youngster is a
Sunday, morning and evening as usual. republican, but. there is democratic conAll are cordially invited to attend both solation in tliu iiia that he can't vote
these services.
years vet.
for twentv-onMax Schutz's branch store in Pinos
J. II. Behan, an official of the InternAltos has been opened. Win. K. Wat al Revenue department, whose special
son, a well known and popular business duties are looking after violations of the
man of that place is in charge.
Chinese exclusion law was in town sevdays last week, from El Paso, makeral
II. II. Belts has been assisting deputy
inquiries in regard to the
ing
pertinent
in
otlice
J. J. Sheridan collector Laird's
during the past week making out the Mogollan residents of Silver City.
delinquent tax list for publication.
Married In this city January 7th,
181I6, bv Uev. A. A. Hvde, A. McGuire,
Attention is called to the lodge direc of
Mogollón and Mrs. Florence liayne,
tory on page 16 of this paper. They are of this city.
all "up to date" as is everything due in
With the many friends of the bride
Tun Eaolk an up to date newspaper.
and groom Tub Emux joins in con
At the dance of the Silver socia club gratulations and best wishes to Mr. and
last Friday night a number of ollicers Mrs. McGuire.
and ladies from Fort Bayard were preAmong the prosperous lodges of frasent and enjoyed the pleasures of the ternal societies in Silver City are those
of the Independent Order of lied Men
evening.
The liandsomest bicycle yet brought Comanche tribe No. 6, and Minnehaha
to Silver City is the beautiful new wheel council No. 1, Daughters of Pocohontas.
of Mrs. Geurgo Norton. It is the ltlest Both lodges have a large membership,
improved ladie's Columbia, trimmed in their meetings are well attended and a
great deal of interest is manifested in
nickle and celluloid.
of the order.
The pupl8 of the Normal school have the advancement
is
There no other town in New Mexiorganized a literary society and elected
of anywhere near equal population,
co
the following officers : Eugene Warren,
has as many lodge organizations as
that
president; Maud Biggs, vice president;
Belle Gaddis, secretary and treasurer. Silver City ha. And no other town in
in which a greater proportion
The installation of the ollicers of Min- - the west
of both sexes
f the adult inhabitants
IlHilonií to fraternal associations This
....
,
.
r
w
be overlooked by health
night, at their hall in the Bank building. should not
in quest of benefit by climatic
seekers
A supper will be served after the
advantages.

PROVISIONS,

A

CIGARS
and TOBACCO.

e

Pinos Altos, while not booming is now
enjoying an era of prosperity which will
lead to important developments in that
old reliable gold camp. Every man in
the camp is employed, the mills are all
running, another store has been established and two restaurants have recently been started.

T

O, K. M.

T

O. K. M.

1. Comanche trllie No 0, meets tit Bunk
htilldinKhall. on tlio evening oftlrst mid
third Mondays in each month.
J. K. White, Sachem.
L. E. Hum. C, of H.
1. Minnehaha council No. 1. meets at Rank
hiilldlnx hall on first and third Wednesday
uvmiiiiira lii (Midi month.
Miss AlMMK CLAYTON, Pocohontas,
nf It.
MM 'I T"''! lV If

DRY

GOODS,

CLOTHING,
BOOTS and SHOKS,
HATS and CAPS,

NOTIONS

&c.

Carry the Largest
STOCK 01 GROCERIES

in Southern New Mexico.
Buy in Carload Lots and
will not' be undersold.

Only the freshest, best

and choicest brands
of all goods.

Special attention
given to Mail Orders.
CITY NATIONAL
SILVER
BANK BLOCK,

Broadway, Bullard and
Texas Streets,
SILVER CITY, N. M.

The

Finest

Mail

Grocery in the Wést.
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PERSONAL

PALAVER.

Mention of People You Do and Do
Not Know.
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can De
Read With Profit BY All Our
Townspeople,

Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
Wm. Swaneoat, of Hanover was in
town on Saturday.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
John A. Wolford, of Lone Mountain
was in town Monday.

Don't read your neighbor's paper but
subscribe for Tub Eaolb.
F. K. Wyman and Bud. Williams
were here from Deming on Friday.
J. F. Kilburn is with George D. Jones
for the present at the City meat market.
Norman Prongér is in town nursing a
lame foot bruised in a hay baling machine.
is

W. M. Johnston, of Cleveland, Ohio,
here looking for investment in placer

15, 1896

Don't sleep cold, as Hinman has just
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. M. Carvil rea large assortment of those turned on Saturday last from Morenoi,
Downaline Comforts. At from $2.50 to
Arizona. They found their son Irwin
$4. each.
doing as well as could be expected, with
A choice line of candies, fruits, nuts
His right
every prospect of recovery.
Ac. always on hand at the sto'.
foot had been amputated above the anBaxter Bishop,
kle and the leiC leg was broken abovo
Prop.
the knee. He is receiving the best of
Julius Loomis, the young "Major" of
care, nursing and medical attention beThb Eaui.b office went to Deming with
ing provided by the company from a
commissioner Clark, Friday on a visit to
fund paid in monthly by employes.
young friends there.
While notices are posted forbiding perJohn B. Card has gone to Arizona on sons passing through the tunnel Carvil
business, after getting his fam ily domi thought, as the men were all laid off
ciled in their own house here, moving from work at noon on New Year's day,
in from Mogollón.
there would be no train through the
unwill l
If you hav'nt smoked a Capt. Marryat. tunnel that afternoon. He
you had better try one, have just rec'd able to work for many months probably,
them at the store
but it is expected that he caneóme home
Baxter Bishop,
Prop.
in about six week?,
W. H. Decker, of Central was over
Nine prisoners were brought up from
from that place on Saturday, boasting Deming on Sunday to serve thirty day
about- that big boy, who arrived at his sentences for stealing coal from the
house the day before.
Southern Pacific railway. They are of
Aaron Schutz will run the Broadway the "genus hobo'' and stole the coal to
corral as an adjunct to the Broadway warm their weary limbs while resting
hotel. Mr. D. Long remaining in the from tramping across the continent.
The taxpayers will have to pay ifW for
employ of Mr. Schutz.
feeding them thirty days, to say noth'n g
Thomas S. Parker lias gone to San of ollicer's fees, transjwrtaton and cods
Diego, California to visit a married of
their commitment.
daughter residing there, lie will be
absent about two weeks.

recieved

mines.
Alex. McGregor and John H. Ilragaw,
of Georgecown were in the city on SatCharles Zoerb, of Galesburg, Illinois,
a health seeker here will engage in the
Pealen in
urday.
Miss Lida Mcintosh has returned manufacture of leather cases ami other
Eggs, Butter, ToUacco,
from a visit to her father ami frisnds in leather goods in this city.
Mogollón.
George K. Brown is able to be out on
Fruits & Vegetables.
Harry Booth came in last Thursday the streets and expect. to go out to
from San Diego, California to remain Cooney to resume his duties ul the
Bullard Street,
Silver City, N. N.
( icen mines by February 1st.
some time.
J. S. Parmalce, of the Mogollón
A, W. Karris, of Graham came up
phone company has returned from a from El Paso yesterday. He says Las
trip to Mogollón.,
Cruces is elated over securing Matter
The Sil ver City water works company the pugilist to train in thatquiet village.
have applied for a franchise to put in an
Max Schutz is now the manager of
lretric light plant.
the Silver City and Mogollón telephone
Bring your job work to Thb Eaolb of- line, Mr. Parmalce remaining in the
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and employ of the company on the line beat reasonable rates.
tween the two points.
Miss Maude Knucky, of Georgetown
If you want a first class Mexican cigar
returned to her studies in the Normal or any other kind just give me a cili. I
school last Monday.
think I can please you at the store.
Baxter Bishop,
Miss Alice Jones is now at the desk in
Prop.
'
her father's meat market and grocery
Ttie subject at the morning service at
Btore keeping the books.
the Methodist church next Sundywill
A full line of children's ladies' and
be "Revival Effort."
In the evñlhg
gents' shoes in stoek, at lowest prices,
the theme will be again "The Will." HAMMOND,
at Borenstein Bros.' Ten cent store.
Special music will I rendered.
Philip Thomas Penrose is reported bv
BAR-LOC- K
AM)
A Magic Lantern show will lc given
Dr. Wood as rapidly convalescing at
on Saturday, at 2,:!0 p. m. at Newcomb
DEXSMORE.
Brockman'i ranch on the Mimbres.
Halt, by the boys of St Stephen's Guild,
NEW, $100. PE LTV EH ED ANYWHEUE.
luce v iurnis ieu rooms tr nwt in a
SECOND HANI), ill) TO 75,
desirable location, at Mrs. John F. of the Episcopal church. Admission ;
Typewriters rupulrad; old niui'Miie taken
Kilburn's on Texas street, north of adults, 15 cents; children, 10 cents.
In trade for new typewriters or bicycles.
Market street.
J.J.Sheridan lias been quite badly 'NHne of supplies. Everything Kuariinteed
, F, G. Cline came in from Gold Hill on crippled with inflammatory rheumatism
Monday. The Bragaw mill there, for two or three weeks, but is now able I'INNKY & ROBINSON,
leased to Cline and Sliarpe was started to limp around and attend to his duties
Bicycles. Typewriters mid Plioto Stock.
Av,- - I'H'KMN. ARIZONA.
up yesterday.
in the collector's a:ul assessor's olliees. r .'."T!1"1
I WT.

Biggs &Whitehill

Ciprs,

Typewrite
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0300 Reward.
to-w- it

;

Januarv,

A 1).

about 2Ó0 iiersnns.
of officers of
At the installation
The ceiling and nil
her wood wo'k Helen Helx-kalodge No. 7, I.O. O. F.
in the church is of Tcxa pin, which N last Friday night, the following were
left in its natural slate wiilieit. paint, named as the appointive officers for the
stain or oil. In the arch over he chao ensiie'.ng term and duly installed:
eel there are BOO peiees of ceiling.
Warden, Miss Addie Clayton ; ConductA new credence table or shelf has been or, Mrs. A. G. Hood; R. S. N. O., St
placed on the west wall, near the en- Geo. Robinson; L. S. N. G., Mrs. L. II.
trance to the rector's study and robing Rowlee; Chaplain, Miss Maude Smith;
room, for the reception of the sacred Inside guardian, Miss Susie Howie:
vessel.
Outside guardian, W. M. Murpliv; R..
A baptwinal font fn blue marble has S. V. G., Mrs. T. N. Childers; L. S. Y.
been ordered from New York for the G., Miss Jettie Gaddis. The names of
church, it being contributed by the St. the elective ollicers installed have alElizabeth Guild and will be in memory ready been published in Tiik E.kii.k.
of Virginia Newcomh Belts.
Notice.
The Black and Atkins company were
of Silver City
meeting
regular
a
At
the contractors for the finishing of the
Lodge No. 1, Ancient Order of United
Howard
II. Betts gave every Workmen, held at A. O. U. V. Hall at
church and
detail bis personal supervision. Rev. Silver City, N. M., on the evening of
the following resolution
E. S. Cross is the rector, Kev. I'rof. Sel-b- y January 4,
was adopted :
also olliciating in the services.
Resolved, that inasmuch as inquiries
are lieing constantly made by persons
A llltr Mining I.'Kl.
contemplating joining said order asking
l'rockman, 1'enrose and Barringer, for information governing the costs and
who have been operating in mines with charges of initiation, that they are herethat from this'date until
headquarters in Silver City, for the past by informed
April 1, 18(M(, the total costs of initiation
five years have concluded the deal by shall not exceed the sum of seven and
which they acquire' the famous Silver one half dollars to each orsoii.
Resolved, that a copy of these resoluWave and Commonwealth mines in
Ik1 published in each of the Silver
tions
Sulphur Springs vallev, Arizona, the
Citv newspujiers.
:100,000.
work
being
The
consideration
.I.J. Bku., Peptitv (J. M. W.
of development is already in progress. Silver City, N. M.Jan. 4, I WW.
M. II. Twomey, the well known and
A Mail Agent's Experience.
competent mining man heretofore in
IxmisD. Breimeeke, Wallhalla, S. C,
tneir employ will have charge of the
had RheiiinaiiMii for fifteen years, and
work.
during that time Lad never been free
from pain. He tried the Hot Springs
Kvriii'il l'p.
and physicians without licnclit. After
taking two Isitiles of Drummoiid's
I tle down by the brooklet side ;
Lightning Remedy he wrote that be
The moon was bright,
was free (rom pain, and able totake sevI stole a d us mi k'me there,
eral long walkx If you want a cure,
semi
to the Driimmond Medicine Co.,
That blissful night.
48 Maiden Lime. New York, and they
I stole a march on other men ;
w ill ship to your express address
two
I knew my part,
large bottles- - one month's treatment.
Agents Wanted.
I was so good at stealing that
I stole her heart.
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Now we are happy man and wife,
Why seems it strange
Range :
If, when I'm fast asleep in bed,
Fleming mid
.
vicinity.
She steals my change?
of

:
On or
Whereas, heretofore,
idAMt tho 20th day of December, A. J).
1895, a man, sometimes called William
Reed, and at other times called Thomas
Reed, was murdered in t he county of
Grant and territory of New Mexico by
Tibureio Lujan and Abran Lujan who
are now fugitivies from justice; and
Whereas, it, apilen
Unit the sheriff
of (iriint coumy lias made unusual efforts to arrest ihe said murderers, but
has been unable to do so.
Now, therefore, in pursuance of the
authority in me vested, and at the request of the sheriff and district attorney
of the said county of Grant. I today
offer a reward of $200 each for the arrest of these murderers; said reward
to be payable out of any money in the
territorial treasury appropriated for rewards for the 4fkh liisal yeur, upon the
arrest and delivery of eacli of the said
criminals to the sheriff of Grant county.
The reward heretofore offered for the
arrest and conviction of the "unknown
murderers of William Heed'' is hereby
revoked and suspended, and, for the
more perkct identilieation
of the
parties wanted, lie following description is given : "Tibureio Lujnn, aged
about 20 years; weight, LiO pounds;
height, five feet, eight or nine inches;
light complexion; small
mustach;
speaks Et.glish fluentlv; has had his
left ankle broken and is somewhat lame;
a sore marks the ulace where ankle was
broken.
Abran Lujan is aged about 28 years;
weight about HO pound.-- height, "about
live feet, seven or eight inches; sm.iil
beard over face; dark complexion.
Witnesseih my hand ai d the gnat tcul
of the Territory of New Mexico at the
executive ollice on thin, the 8:h dav

day of

IV 18tf.

18.

(Seal.)
W. T. TiioiiNTox,
Governor of Territory of New Mexico,
liy the Governor:
Lomo.v Mll.LKIt,

Secretary of New Mexico.

18,

Til Church of the (ioud Hhrplivril.
For some months the tine brick church
building of the lVostestant Episcopal
church society of this city has remained
in an unfinished condition, and for some
weeks, while the Work has been in progress services have not been held there.
It is now finished and is in many respects the finest protestan! church buildYonkers Statesman.
ing in New Mexico or Arizona.
1'ostotlict ;
The walls have been
Silver Citv.
and,
Cnmrrrsemnn Shafroth. of Colorado,
N. M.
instead of in the usual glare of white
they are left in the natural stone grey. haa introduced a bill providing that all
New casings have been put in all the mining claims hereafter located shall be
üDAU ALUP MEKD0ZÁ,
windows, and bases around the walls at staked with stakeslOO feet apart, so as
the Hoor. The high conical arch over to cleiirl v define the Isiundarles of all
I REPAIRING)
NEATLY
the auditorium has been closely ceiled eltii in J, a "d prevent, as far as possible,
AND
PROMPTLY HONE.
and the supports and bracings of the oveilanning of claims. Shafroth
l
Prices reasonable, and
the roof stand out in bold relief beneath. .'says that the staking will lie slightly
satisfaction triiiiriinlccd.
A
k
Over the chancel the ceiling is below more expensive, but will save a great IVI ArAC.n.''sl'M) on.Mi.lM
Sima.
fuin
law
and
suits
the
of
deal
trouble
the roof supports forming a lower and
more rounded arch, at the front of which ture.
AGENTS to solicit
two turned columns as supports are
orders by simple lor our
The Chicago Lady Quartette, who gave
Wool Pints to ordtr $3. '
placed at a distance of four feet from a very fine entertainment here two years
" Suits " " $16.
the wall on either side. The apex of ago, will appear at Morrill opera house
" Overcoitl " $12.
this arch is 21 feet above the Hoor of the January 28th and 29th under the ausEig Inducements to the
chancel, which includes an area of 20 by pices of the Episcopal church society.
right parties. Add res
24 feet. The church is 30 by 75 feet in Don't fail to hear them. Reserved seats
GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
215-27 Grand M.N.Y.
interior area ami has a seating capacity $1, at lVtcrnVM'o.
phi-lcr-

ed

"ra

BOOT&
CHOP
1

lrr

m

I

I
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Beautiful Handi,
By James Whiteomb Riley,
As I remember the first (air touch
Of those beautiful hands that I love
bo

much,
I seem to thrill as I then was thrilled
Kissing the gloves that I found un-

filled

When I met your gaze and the queenly
bow
As you said to me laughingly, "Keeep
it now 1"
And dazed and alone in a dream I

When first I loved in the long ago,
And held your hand as I told you so
Pressed and caressed it and gave it a
kiss,
And said, "I could die for a hand like

this!"
Little I dreamed love's fullness yet,
Had to ripen when eyes were wet,
And prayers were vain in their wild
demands
For one warm touch of your beautiful
hands.
O

beautiful hands!

Could you reach out of the alien lands
Where you are lingering, and give me
Only a touch were it ever so like
My heart were soothed, and my weary

brain
Would lull itself into rest again ;
For there is no solace the world com-

mands
Like the caress of your beautiful hands.
A CniimleiicfleHH
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tance in hunting down his murderers.
Lindemann's carcas will never be in
danger either, but our people will not
soon cease to regard him as a conscienceless prevaricator and slanderer deserving
their contempt.
The officers have been nuusally active
in this case and should have the commendation of Reed's relatives and friends
and doubtless would have but for the
untruthful reports of this boastful

stand
Kissing the ghost of your beautiful
hand.

Beautiful hands!

JANUARY

I'rvarliiilor.

It

is reported that Prof. Liulemann,
who has the bond on the copper properties of Lucas and Clark, on which
William Reed was murdered last month,

New Loral Corporation!,
following
corporations have filed
The
articles with the territorial secretary:
The Graham Mercantile Company : Incorporators, John T. Graham, of Den- ver, Max Schutz, of Silver City, and
Hugh H. Price, of Graham, Socorro
county; objects, dealing in general
merchandise, live stock and personal
property; capital stock, $ 15,000; life, ten
years principal place of business, Gra
'

ham, Socorro, county.
The Treasure Mining Company ; Incorporators, Sanford S. Murphy, FrederOdd Fellow's Encampment Initnllntlnn.
ick A. Williams and Edgar 11. Cronkhiie,
The officers of James L. Ridgely en of Colorado ; objects, dealing in and opercampmeni jo. i, 01 tins city were in ating mining properties and real estate ;
stalled with appropriate ceremonies last
capital stock, $300,000 ; life twenty years ;
Y ednesday
night, in the presence of a directors same as incorporators; princifew invited guests. Following the in
pal place of business, Denver, Colo.,
staiiation a reception was tendered to with a New Mexico office at Pinos Altos ;
members of tho Rebekah and subordi New Mexico agent, Joseph II. Shockley,
nate lodges of Silver City, which was at
of Pinos Altos.
tended by a large number, all of whom
enjoyed the festivities of the occassion.
An elegant supper was spread upon
NO FUN ABOUT IT
tables in the lodge room and at the first
tables over forty la liea were Heated,
E.
after tliev had been served and the
. i
t
i
genuemen nan done juanee tu tho re
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
past the floor was cleared and dancing
you faithfully. In the lung run
promlno
I
was indulged in until after the midnight you shall mvo half yuur money, by having
your work neatly and promptly done to suit
hour.
Music was furnihhed by the Mexican yourself, at E. UOSENHEKG'9
Silver City, N. M.
orchestra from El Paso and their play
ing was highly appreciated. The sup
per was gotten up by J. M. Fritter of
the White House lunch counter and reand
flected great credit upon that gentleman
as a caterer. The patriarchs of the enFeed Stables,
campment were suecensfiil as entertainers Hiid the reception will be ling and L. II. Eowlee, Proprietor.
pleasantly remembered by tho.se who
Dealer In Hay and Grain.
were in attendance.
Free Stable room for Freighters.

ROSENBERG,

Elephant

Corral

This popular Corral, repaired and rebuilt, I better lltteu tan ever to aecomm
The Greenleaf Mining Dlntrlct.
tho public.
has stated in Denver that he barely esMatt. Derbyshire ami R. 11. Clark reSpecial Inducements to thu Froltfh t lnn
caped mobbing and lynching in Silver turned last Thursday from the
trade.
City and had to leave here, and
district in Arizona, four miles above
that he advised Reed's brothers that it Clifton on the west side of the Frisco
.would not be safe for them to come here river; where they have been for three
to investigate the murder of Reed. The months engaged in doing the assessment
LIFE AND ACCIDENT
writer had evidence of the total disre- work on about 25 claims belonging to FIRE,
gard of the truth by this man Lindemann them and their associates in that dis
INSURANCE.
in Ins statements about his actions con- trict.
There were nine men in the
nected with the detection of the murder party and fully $2500 worth of work was
NoTAHV Pl'HUt".
ers, but did not regard him as capable done. Mr. Derbyshire reports themines
Office at
of giving publicity to so vile a slander in that district as
showing up finely
SIVLER
OITY, NEW MEXICO.
against the law abiding people of Silver with the work that has been done and
City and Grant county. That there is and says there is no doubt about it comabsolutely no truth whatever in such ing to the front as a gold producer with
E. E. GANDARA.
statements is well known to everybody further development. J. H. Dorsey, of
and to no one better than to Lin the party who went out with Derbyshire
demann, who inspired a feeling of and Clark remained in the camp and GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.

Wm. F. Lorenz,

e.

contempt by his pompous boasting and
inartistic lying, instead of causing any
one to consider resentment necessary for
anything said by him here. Reed's
brothers would not only be safe here
and assured of protection, but would be
gladly welcomed and given every assiu

will runanarastraonorefrom themines. Jewelry
Made to Order Repairing
While working on the assessments DorNeatly Done.
sey took to the camp each eveniug selected pieces of ora which he ground up
and washed out from $1.00 to $3.00 a
PRICES REDUCED.
day, which would indicate that the ore Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
will pay well hyarastra process.
Vimkle St. PllvorOltv. N. M.
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concealed much longer.
fight between Fitzsimmons and M alter
The United States court for this judi- would come off in New Mexico, but the
cial district was in session- all of last governor is determined that it shall not
The Regular Annual Meeting Held at
week, but as vet there has been no mon- come off in this territory and will use
Santa Fe.
ey sent from the treasury to pay witness all the means at his command to see
fees and consequently there have been that the pugilists do not meet in this
Gorernor Tliurntou Make, a Chungo In no
witnesses subpoenaed. The grand territory, the statements in some of the
the Hoard of Penitentiary
jury was in session five days but. did lit papers to the contrary notwithstanding.
CommlMlonerR.
tle work and it is not expected that
New Kant California Train.
much can be accomplished at this term
On Oct. 29 the Santa
Santa Fe, January 14. The regular of court.
Fe route will inaugurMany of the leading republicans here
annual meeting of the Bureau of Imate new and strictly
ser
limited first-clamigration was held here yesterday. At are criticising Catron's apportionment
vice to southern uau-- t
10 o'lock eleven members of the bureau and it is more than probable that there
:
.i;f,,
ti,
assembled at the office of Max Frost, will te a united effort made by the leadlimited will leave Chi- who has been acting as secretary of the ing republicans here to have Mr. Catron
at 6 p. tit. reaches
bureau, but the secretary was not in at- amend his bill so that the apportionment KMStSrfM! Los AmreloB in three
(lays and Han Francisco
tendance. His clerk informed the will not be so glaringly unfair. Honor
three and one-hamembers that he had just stepped out able republicans here will not attempt
days. A saving of half
which intelligence caused not the leant to deny that an apportionment which a day's lime froin this station corressurprise, as it had been intimated that gives one representative for 2(m voters pondingly reduced. Equipment will
Mr. Frost was not very desirous of hav- in one county and one representative consist of superb new vestibule Pulland compartment sleeper,
ing a quorum present at the meeting. for more than 800 voters in another man palace
chair car and dining car through to Los
is
However, a quorum was present and county
unlair.
Angclos without change.
Some of the friends of the delegate say
This will be the fastest and most luxthe members present proceeded with
the election of a temporary chairman. that his attention was not called to the urious seJvice via any line to California.
Another daily train will carry through
Francis Downs, of Santa Fe was selected fact that the apportionment was unfair
palace sleeper and tourist sleeper to San
for the position and a committee was and that as soon as he is advised of the Francisco and tourist sleeper to Los
appointed to find Col. Frost and request fact that the voters of the territory do Angeles as at present. For full particuH. M. Stkckkk,
his presence with the books and records not consider it a just apportionment he lars inquire of
Agent.
of the bureau at the affernoon session. will amend the bill. TliU sort of talk
What Ails You.
The bureau thereupon adjourned until will do for the marines, but New Mexi-C- 3
1 :30 p. m.
is too far from tide water for its resiIf you have sudden darting pains in
the joints or muscles, and it occurs
During the recess the committee found dents to be caught in this manner.
Boss has his book con- every time you get cold, and apitear in
the colonel who had avoided the tirtit
new places without leaving any of old
skirmish and, having ascertained that cerning the Johnson impeachment trial ones, the best thing to do is to send $5
a quorum was presant for the transac an rciuiy lor publication except the iinai the Druumiond Medicine Co., 48 Maidtion of business, lie concluded that he review of the work. It will contain en Lane, New York, for a month's treatmight as well attend the afternoon
matter which has never leen made pub- ment of Dr. Drummond's Lightning
Remedy for Rheumatism. They will
A the afternoon session the
lic and will undoubtedly cause somesend you two 'large Uittles of their remofficers were elected: President, thing of a sensation when it comes out. edy bv return express. If you have
J. .1. Leeson, of Socorro; Secretary, E. It will he rememltered that Senator Boss the above symptoms you have the
G. Koss, of Bernalillo; Vice President, was one of the seven republican senators Rheumatism, and should begin at once
with the known cure. Delay with auv
Vicente M;ires, of Mora; Treasurer, who voted against the impeachment of disease is dangerous with Rheumatism
Ernest Meyers, of Bernalillo. A com- President Johnson and that the result it is simply suicidal. Agents Wanted.
mittee was appointed to examine the was doubtful until his vote hail been
accounts of the bureau and another com cast against impeachment. His repub
mittee to draft bylaws, as no bylaws hud lican constituents in Kansas condemned
ever been adopted by the bureau. The his action in unmeasured terms and not
executive committee consists of Leeson, not long after hu left the republican
Ross, Manzanares, Romero and Thorn- party. He has always condemned the
ton. After some discussion, the bureau action of the republicans during the imadjourned to meet at 7:W to hear the peachment trial and his forthcoming
report of the committee on bylaws, after Itook will he interesting reading and an
which a final adjournment was had.
accurate history of the events of that
There was quite a sensation yesterday turbulent period in the politics of his
morning when it become known that country.
the governor had removed Richard Hud
Charles M. Shannon, member of the
1
son from the board of penitentiary com- national democratic committee for the
missioners and had appointed D.miel S. territory ol Arizona, has gone to WashMiller, of Sierra, in his place.
ington to attend the meeting of the com' There are vague rumblings in the dis- mittee on Thursday of this week. It is
tance which would seem to indicate that expected that he will be absent in the
UWtlUIIL
there may be a storm brewing and that it east about two weeks.
The time for the coming meeting of
will burst somewhere in the vicinity of
the New Mexico penitentiary in the not the democratic central committee of
distant future. It has been rumored this territory has not yet been fixed, but
FARGO 4 CO. mrat.
for some time that there is an Ethiopian it will probably not be later than the C. H.
MARKET IT. CHICAGC
in the wood pile and now no one who lirst week in February.
For Sale by
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SLIDING SCALE.
be interesting to the
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voters. In other words it takes, in the devil is of holy water, but if he
the estimation of the man of "brains can get a statehood bill through we
and energy," 354 Grant county are willing to assist him in every
men to equal 266 Valencia county way possible. We don't expect
men! If, as he told us during the fair treatment at his hands, but we
campaign, he really thinks the would think even St. Catron woald
voters of Grant county are intelli- 1)6 ashamed of the apportionment
gent men, what celebrated sages to which we have referred.
must reside in unexplored and unThe official printing of Grant
developed fastnesses of the empire
county was done last year at less
of Francisco Chaves
the rate which had
On the other hand, what mental, than
years, on ac
in
been
previous
paid
moral and physical monstrosities
must reside in Union county. count of the fact that The Eagle enThere it takes 889 voters to entitle tered the' list as a competitor. Last
thtm, in the estimation of our dele- year the bids of the Headlight and
gate, to one representative in the the Enterprise were lower than the
How actual cost of the work. This year
constitutional convention.
proud they must be of the delegate these two papers refrained from
who virtually says to them: "It putting in bids and the work was
takes thre or four of you fellows awarded to the Headlight at the
to be as important as ono sheep rates which have been paid in years
herder down in Valencia county." gone by for the county printing,
Over in Eddy county whre we which is a little over ten cents a
had tupposed the country had been line or a little more than double the
settled by prosperous and intelli- rate The Eagle charges for comThe county
gent people and who have been mercial advertising.
is
getting prosperous again.
making improvements at a rate not
not equalled in any other part of
The democrats of New Mexico
the territory, it takes 717 voters to
are getting into line with wonderequal 201) ulencia county voters
ful rapidity.
They have been
Nobody but St. Catron would ever
fighting, mostly among themselves,
have displayed "brains and energy"
during the past year and are thor
enough to have put 266 Valencia
oughly used to battle. All that is
county men in one sido of tho ycule
required now is to change front a
to balance 717 Eddy county men
little and go for the republicans.
e have cited but few of the in
The plan of campaign is pretty well
justices in this apportionment, and
matured and the democratic hosts
we have serious doubts as to wheth
are already beginning to form for
er the voters of the territory will
the fray. St. Catron and his pious
submit to it. It would be a groat
followers in the party of great morpity to have Btatehood defeated on
al ideas will need to hold revival
account of an unjust apportion
meetings constantly between now
ment. It appears that the most
and the third of November to get
progressive counties in the territory
converts to fill up tho serried ranks
are the ones which have the least
of the republican salvation army.
representation and it will be rather
difficult to whip these counties into
The jeople of Socorro are again
lino on the statehood question un- agitating the question of
building
less the apportionment be chanced a wagon road from
that place to
Tho residents of the territory are the Mogollons.
They realize that
almost unanimous for statehood the trade of the
camp is worth
but some of them want fair repre looking after, but it is too
late for
sentation in the constitutional con them now. Had they
started in to
vention. Let's have statehood with get the trade when the
Silver City
fair representation in the constita merchants did,
they might have
tional convention if we can get it had a nice trade there
now, but the
but let's have statehood.
enterprising merchants of Silver
We are as fond of St. Catron ns City are ahead of them.
I

one-four-

1890.

Silver
Lend

JANUARY

re-

sidents of Grant county to know
how highly they are esteemed by
our delegate in congress. During
the campaign but little over a year
ago this wily politician told the
people of Grant county what a fine
county they had, how intelligent
they were and what he would do
for them should he be elected to the
position of delegate in congress.
He was elected and a little over a
month ago he took his seat in the
house of representatives.
So far
he has done nothing except to introduce a few bills and among these
bills is one providing for the admisión of New Mexico into the
union. Now all of the people of
Grant county wa-- t statehood and
democrats and republicans alike
hope that it may come thU year,
but there is a provision in the bill
which neither the democrats nor
republicans of Grant county like.
We refer to the apportionment of
delegates to the constitutional convention to which we called attention in a recent issue of Tub Eagle.
We made a few comparisons then
and now we will make some more.
The total vote of Grant county
for delegate.in congress at the last
election was 1770 as shown by the
official figures.
St. Catron proposes
to give Grant county five delegates
to the constitutional convention,
or one delegate for every 354 voters
in tho county.
Valencia county
1861
for
cast
votes
delegate at the
same election and our delegate
poses to give Valencia Beven
gate, or one delegate for every 266

th
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Thomas Hughes is not very
friendly toward the democratic administration, the democratic judges
in the territory nor in fact anything democratic since his recent
experience in jail and he looks forward with anticipation to next
year when hehelieves there will he
a republican administration. He
ought not to be too enthusiastic.
Something more than a dozen years
ago a republican president appointed him postmaster at Albuquerque
and the then editor of the Albuquerque Journal came near getting into
more serious trouble than that from
which he has but recently emerged.

It would

be better policy for the
idministration to coin the silver
bullion in the vaults of the treasury
than to issue bonds. The seignior
age would amount to about
0

la(.

9

BORENSTEINBROS.
PROPRIETORS.
Dealers in -

$'0,-000,00-

and would come in pretty
handy just now. The people are
getting weary of bond issues in
time of peace.

dry goods and clothing,
ladies', gents' and
CHILDREN'S'

SHOES.

GLASS-

There will be an important
WARE and CROCKERY.
meeting of free coinage advocates
On Bullard St. Next Door
in Washington next week. It lo
To Cillett k Son.
gins to look as though there would
be concerted action on the part of
the silver men of the country this
year and free coinage may be near

J. SMITH

L.

er an accomplished fact than has
Theue are almost twice as many been anticipated.
republicans in the senate of the
TIki Hunker' Keplien.
United States who are opposed to
Two bunks of New Mexico whose an
the free and unlimited coinage of swers to the New York World's inquiry
i
t
as mere are democrats
saver
op- as to whether they would invest in the
posed to it. What is true in the new government, bonds, on a 3 er cent.
senate is true throughout the coun basis, were promptly wired lo that paper
on January Gih, are
in the
try. A groat majority of the dem- issue of the World,
among many others,
ocratic voters in the United States the next morning, as follows:
are in favor of freo coinage, while Santa Fe, First National Hank. The
a great majority of the republicans ability of the government to protect the
Bold reserve is ample if properly exerted.
are opposed to it.
No legitimate reason in existing condi-

General Repair Shop.
Bicycles,

Guns

and Revolvers

Promptly Repaired.
Hates UeiiKOiiuble.
Yiinklu St. Sllvn

City.

N

M.

1

tions for patriotic action by any particular class of citizens.
he hite Oaks Eagle is not in West Las Vegas, First National Hank.
favor of statehood and it takes oc
Believing the issue to be unnecessary,
A
we would take none of the bonds.
casion to say that The Eagle tender of silver would solve
problem and
swallows Catron'sstatehood and Ins cause neither panic nor injury to our
credit. Optic.
bill whole.
The editor of
1

Broadway Hotel
This Favorite Hotel has
been completely refitted
and is first class in
every particular.

W

Sample Room in Connection.

A. Abraham,

the
White Oaks Eagle should put on Tub Eaoi.k has been favored with a
Proprieort.
his glasses and read more carefully copy of a beautiful calendar for 18iW pubOver this way we are in favor of lished by the Las Vegas Optic, one of BROADWAY RESTAURANT.
the most enterprising of New .Mexico's
statehood, but we certainly don't daily
.
Under Broadway Hotel.
newspaja-rslike St. Catron's apportionment.
Everything New and Elegant.
It is reported, in connection with the

The national democratic commit

of admission of Arizona and New
Mexico, that Shaker Reed has said
there are enough silver men in the sen-

talked

tee will meet in Washington tomor
row to select a place and dito for ate.
holding the convention vhich will Títere mi.' nit be m extenlti.l sesnominate the next president. St. sion of the U. S. Court here next month
becau e of lack of funds to pay oourt exLouis, Chicago, Cincinnati
and
pense. The appropriation of V. !'.
New York all want the convention
court funds being exhausted.
but it is hardly probable that it
11
i1
VI or
win go enner to isew lork

Meals at all hours, day and

night.
Oysters, fish and game

in season.

The best meals in the city.
Jim On,
Chef and Manager.

T

Chicago.

YOUR

ATTENTION

PLEASE

One of the arguments that the
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixture
republicans are using against the etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will
continue the
admission of New Mexico to the business at the same place.
union is that the new state would,
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIUINO and wil.
nil
probability, send two silver
in
a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
appreciate
men to the senate and there are too
Very Trulv,
many silver men in the senate now
R.
to suit the republicans,

J.

HICKS.
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Paper.
the Board of County
Commissioners of Grant County, held at
Silver City this week, the Headlight
was designated as the official newspaper
for the present year.
This paper cannot but express its high
appreciation of the honor conferred upon it by the members of the board for
the reason that in addition to the usual
recognition of such an appointment, this
is the first timé in the history of Deming
that a local newspaper lias been favored
with a share of the public patronage, although representing the strongest democratic constitueucy within the county.
The Headlight has always endeavored
to lie steadfast in its advocacy of democratic principles, and always will be, and
while not expecting reward for its efforts, gratefully accepts the appointment
from a democratic board of county commissioners. Of course we would not expect it from a republican board.
Tiie Headlight has only one thing
more to say in this behalf, and that is
that it will act honestly and fairly upon
strict business principles with thelMiard,
as representing the interests of the taxpayers of Grant County. Headlight.

15, 18H

December Tax Collections.
George D. Jones has moved the city
meat market and grocery store across
Collector Laird has made up his stateBullard street into the room formerly ment of taxes collected in the month of
occupied by M.W. Neff. It is Mr. Jones' December, 1895, from which the followintention to make a specialty of dealing ing facts are gleaned : The total collecin the local product of grain, fruit, veg tion of territorial funds is $9,402.24, and
etables and meat products, for which he of county funds $13,420.43, aggregating
will have ample room in his new quarters. $22,872.67.
Of the county funds there
apportioned
to the general
$2,351.80
is
At the regular meeting of I. S. Tiffany
lodge No. 13, I. O. O. F. the following expense fund, $2,739.20 to the court
appointive officers for the ensuing term fund and $2,086,98 general school fund.
were duly installed: James E. Harvey,
warden; Decatur Neff, conductor; F. P.
The senate has confirmed the appointJones, outside guardian; D. P. Carr, ment of Mrs. Sarah Hodgdon, oí Deming
inside guardian ; W. M. Murphy li. S.
as postmistress at that place.
N. G. ; Chris. Schneider, L. S. V. G.
Until April 1st it will cost only $7.50
The teachers in the Methodist Sunday for initiation in the the A. 0. U. V.
school are: Mrs. Jackson, Mrs. Loomis, See notice in another column.
Mrs. Irwin. Mrs. Maiser, Mrs. Link,
Mrs. Kunz, Mrs. Clayton, Mrs. Atkins,
Sliver City Water Work.
Mrs. Hyde and Miss Mary Agee. The
IV
FOKTKK,
E.
J. IV. FoSTHIl,
School is Hteadilv imiwinir in immWu
Manager.
Proprietor.
and interest.
A. F. Nicnoi,,
Resident Superintendent.
A. F. Nichol has been appointed loNOTU'K.
cal superintendent-othe Silver City
I have this day appointed Mr. A. F.
water works. Mr. Nichol has been
Nichol Resident Superintendent of tho
with the company sometime and Silver City Water Works with authority
is familiar with the duties and his apto run and operate the same, and collect
pointment will give general satisfaction and receipt for all rentals and accounts
due us.
E. 15. Foster,
to the pairons of the company.
Manager.
Jan. 13, 1896.
A Fine Team.
George V. Miles has completed the;
assessment work on claims lielonging to!
Four of the fine voung Norman-Per- Cheap Metropolitan l'aper.
ValVerde Copper company, in the!
dieron horses which Mr. Kcuvs, of
There is no excuse nowadays for a cit-KeaysA Heindon, brought here some Burro mountain, for which company he :,., ftiiliiii; to subscribe for a treat met
..
.
.
. .. r
i
iiioimis ngoare now luiiy iiroke and are t:', ""i- - ir pon mose woineu ny ntr. ropolitan newspaper in addition to tak
Miles
his
own
The "Twice- i"K
the
paper.
county
showing
made was very good.
working on the transfer float of that lirm
" week" Republic of St. Louis,
which
every day. With the dark greys on the
John Murehead left last Inday fur ,.r,iilH,i uili
larawlt. piri ',i(11 ,lf
wheel and the li!it greys in the lead Globe, Arizona, to join his father,
ny weekly paper, is only $1 a year, and
they make an atiraciive team and are having secured an excellent Munition 'or this mm it sends two papers a week,
a year lesa than one cent
the occasion of many complimentary there. Mrs. Morchrad and .luirliter!t or 1.04
1 he weekly contains the best and
comments. The '.Id, large grey hum', Mill go to Globe, to make ihur home inich.
,.
i,,.;,,!,,.,-.- ,,.
i....u..-- i
.h. .i.,;iu
the mate to which d.ed Home monins there lu xi mouth.
inper, together with a well assorted col
ago, having been used in breaking the
The long continued dry weather is lection of reading matter and useful inA popular feature in its colyoung horses will now he permitted to
causing the stockmen some apprehension formation.
umns next year will lie the speeches of
retire from active service.
for the coming seuson. Rain or snow prominent men in the presidential camnow, regardless of its ffect upon our paign. These will be given almost in
A Big Hold Strike on lllii Cri.ek.
Italian climate would be gladly wel- full. A reader of the "Twice-a-Week- "
Republic will always be abreast of the
Telephone message from Graham gives comed.
times, for no paper has greater news
information of a strike of gold ore on
Teams commence hauling the machin- gathering facilities.
Blue creek, in Arizona, alxmt. 35 miles
The Daily and Sunday Republic can
of the Newcomb mill tobo put no on
ery
west of Graham, which has caused a
now 1 had by mail for a little more
great excitement and a general rush the mines of Alexander and Galloway, than one cent and a half a day, or $0 a
year, when paid in advance. Thoflgh
at White Signal today.
from all Mogollón camps.
paper has greatly reduced its price,
It is reorted that some Colorado J. J. Kiester, of Gold Hill was in the this
it has increased its value twofold by
miners have been quietly working there city yesterday.
adding many valuable features.
for months and have come into Granam
to get animals to pack out their ore, exhibiting specimens running as high us
$500 a ton in gold.
The Official

At the meeting

of

con-Heel-

'

--

ii.

r,..

At the Post hall, Fort Bayard, on Saturday evening, January Í8, the Fort
Bayard dramatic company will produce
a comedy drama entitled, "The Arizona Scout," under the direction of Dell
M. Willis. ThecoMpany is largely com
posed of local talent.
The heroine of
the play being Miss Helen M. Randall,
formerly of this city. For particulars
see dodgers printed at The Eaoi.b office.
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RIPAN SI
ONE GIVES RELIEF.

TMB KAULK:

WKDSI-KliAY-

,

JAM'AKY IS. líÜHi.

world. If En.lsh capitalists, f.rv
by English arms, can control
ported
The Export of Gold Not Ho Berloui a Matter
gold
fields of the world outside of
the
a the Shrlokuire of Values.
The continued operations of the sin- the United States, and in this country
gle gold standard Boeras to be worry- a gold policy can be forced upon the
ing tho advocates of that system no lit- people, it is clear that England can
tle. Frequently we read a pathetic afford to lose much of her foreign trade
article in some recognized eastern and yet remain one of the great powfinancial organ and wonder whether ers.
the ablo editor has not discovered that . English farming has been crushed
he and his brethren who find intrinsic out, and now English manufactures
value in a piece of yellow metal have are following the same route; but if
England Could continue to do the carbitten off more than they can chew.
Here, for instance, is the Now York rying trade and banking of the world,
Journal of Commerce, whose editor is 6he is still its mistress. She knows
one of the blindest advocates of the that, and therefore she is preparin r
single gold standard. That orjan is herself to continue in that position.
A

FINANCIAL

STEW.

in a tremendous stew over tho renewed
shipments of gold. It is referred to as
"this extraordinary movement," it is
described as utmost a crisis, and tho
editor has no hesitation whatever in
saying that it is a very "grave state of
affairs."
So it is, but the export of gold is not
nearly such a serious matter as the
shrinkage of values and fall in prices
caused by tho single gold standard.
For every dollar of gold that goes out
the owner gets something in return,
but the immense sums, representing
the difference between values and
prices now and three years ago, have
been absolutely lost to the people.
Wo were told two years ago by such
men as tho editors of the Journal of
Commerce that there was and would
be no scramble for gold, and yet here
is the scramble going on right under
their noses. They call it "a very grave
stato of affairs," and yet do not seem
to realize what it all means. They
had one explanation of it last week,
another this week and they will have
still another next week.
So fur as the Journal of Commerce is
concerned it perceives that the issue
of bonds is no remedy and it fails to
see that con rrees will devise any adequate rcmody. Consequently it hopelessly beats about the bush, pats the
banks on the back with one hand and
jabs them iu the ribs with tho other
and is ultogether in a condition that
calls for cracked ice and a bolus.
If both gold and silver were the
money of final payment if we had
something else beside reckless incapacity in the management of tho treasury, we would not be exporting gold
when, according to all experience, we
ought to be importing it Nobody
would be hurt by all this if silver supplemented gold as the money of final
payment. In fact, nobody, not even
the uneusy financial experts, would
pay any attention to It.
Meunwhilo it is the duty of tho people in behalf of their own interests to
get together and continue to fight the
legislation by which silver was seoretly
demonetized. Atlanta Constitution.
SHOULD

FREE

OURSELVES.

The Single Gold Standard Will Place Man-ao- li
Vpou the People.
It is very evident th it the real mo-

tives which actuate Ureat Britain in
her schemes to acquire territory in
Venezuela and Alaska, by fair means
or foul, is tho desire to control so fur
po'wIMo tho output of gold in thn

The first requisite is of course to control the supply from which the only
money that it is proposed to recognize
y
Is derived.
England is mistress
of Australia, of South Africa and of
mining regions in other sections, and
she is trying to secure more of this
valuable class of territory. She is not
to blame. On the contrary, she shows
far more wisdom than the people of
this country, who aro playing directly
into her hands.
It stands to reason, and any etiild
can see that if you owe a man a debt,
tho more valuable the article you are
forced to pay it in, the better for him
and tho worso for you. If a man owed
another twenty bushels, it would be
better for the creditor if he paid it in
diamonds, and for the debtor if in
wheat This country owes Great
Britain large suras of money, and very
foolishly is borrowing a great deal
more. The people are voluntarily
doubling their debts to please their
creditors.
If a private individual was guilty of
such conduct he would be accused of
Insanity, but in a whole nation It Is
supposed to be wisdom.
It would
seem to be too clear to need demonstration that the scarcer you make an
article the higher its value will be,
especially if it isoi common and necessary use. Yet American voters will
go to work and advocate and support
a scheme which will decrease t'ic
f,
money in circulation
and
they cannot understand that their
creditors are the only ones who profit
by tho contraction. The retirement of
all tho greenbacks In the country is
going to bo uttumpted this winter;
possibly the silver scnatoif, will ktvp
tho Buhóme trim carrying through the
Semite, but tho effort will be mado
again and u fain unlesi tho people will
rally and drive tho money lendeii tuiJ
gold rings out out of tho natiouul
capital.
Tho question is one of more importance tli in it appears to be considered
as possessing by tho majority of the
voters of this country. The idea that
because mills start up and men find
employment that the question censos
to be of importance, is a great fallacy.
The men who have money to lend desire that those who pay the interest
shall have employment, else how can
they receive their incomes from their
investments. It is a great mistake to
suppose that hard times benefit the
money Interests. What they wont are
good times. Then the people forgot
To-da-

one-hal-

II

li"W 1 v are being cmched; they borrow more money at higher interest,
and schemes like the demonetization
of silver and the retiring of greenbacks go through t'e legislative holla
with but little opposition and the peo-p!- e
wake up s uo lhic morning 'to fin 1
themselves hop lessly in debt.- - T'-c-n
the pay day arrives.
The debtors cannot pay; the creJ-itoget everythin an I 'iar 1 times
)
having effected t'icir i
prosperity is permitted to r vive. B it all this
time,
r
all those circumstances,
tho men who control public affairs, the
half a dozen money kings of the worl 1,
are increasing their yower, and
strengthening their influence and hoi I
on the people.
In England t'iis gold system has
brought the peoplj to a moro completo
subserviency to their masters than in
any other part of Europe. The entire
government is run for the purposes of
the few. The foreign policy . of the
country is actuated entirely by the interests of the money clashes. The titles
of the aristocracy are offered as prize
for the successful money makers to
obtain as a reward, and while men like
the Rothschilds have neither country,
patriotism or benevolence, the rest of
their fellow-citizen- s
are forced, to live
and work according to their wishes.
A gold standard in this country will
see a duplication of England. Airea y
the signs of it have made their appearance in the east, especially in Now
York.
doctrines .. are
pu bllcly advocated in the papers and
from the stump, and what England
does and what England wants are
eternally held up to Americans as
what they should da '
We should free ourselves of this
thraldom. We should have an American financial policy as well as an independent government We should use
bimetallism, the true American system, as a basis for our finances. Los
Angeles Express.
rs

un-lc-

I
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FACTS

ABOUT

SILVER.

Who Would He Injured by a Restoration

' of the ihte
In a recent article on the silver question, Judge Henry O. Miller used the
following language, which is taken
from the Toledo (O.) News:
"Suppose this country should restore
to its currency the blmctallio principle
by the equal use of coins' struck from
gold and silver as legal tender mon y
and thereby raise silver from its si' n
tion as merchandise to the rii hit,- - v f
legal tender moucy, who wonld.be Injured by it and who would be benefitted?
"It certainly would arrest falliivr
prices; in other words, the continued
and uninterrupted ribe in the value or
purchasing power of gold by putting
silver in connect ion with it as a money
metal This would inaugurate an era
of raising pricoi, and it is the nni.:-testimony of history that a nailon s
most prosperous period is when prires
1 vol.
are rising to a
The i'.r t,
period wasillustnt d 1 y the ini! v f
gold in ra the minea of t.il.fo. u.:l
Australia, and. the 8crr! jvrH..l
m
ly tito experience
'en illiibtr.cú
"'-I
Tintio-vl:h 11. o s'n-- u
--

r

.
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gold standard since 1873. It will give '
activity to our productive Industries,
for money, when declining In value,
will eagerly seek employment in the ío '
industries.
"It is said that the owners of money
and the securities for the payment of
money will be injured if they are compelled to take silver in payment; but
this is assuming that silver would not
then be as valuable as gold, whereas,
under the operation of the bimetallic
system, the relation of the metals to
each other is fixed and each has the
sarao purchasing: power and dobt paying power as the other. But even if it
were otherwiso must the great body of
the people suffer and the productivo
energies of the country be paralyzed
for toe benefit of this comparatively
small section of our population? Must
our monetary legislation be in the interest of those who are living in
idleness upon acquired or inherited
wealth at the expense of those who
are struggling to acquire it for the
benefit of the drones at the expense of
the working bees of society?"
ITS

CONSEQUENCES.

What the Single Gold RUntUrd Will Remit
In, If Continued.

In his speech before the Georgia legislature Hon. Charles F. Crisp, late
speaker of the national house of representatives, gave his opinion of the
effect of a single gold standard In these

'

words!

"Now, what are the consequences of
the single gold standard? It is the retirement of the 8300,000,000 in pupi-money which is now in circulation in
the United States. You cannot favor
the single gold standard and oppo o
the retirement of that money, becauno
there is an endless chain by which the
sale of bonds can be perpetually forced.
Therefore, If you favor the gold standard, you nncessurlly favor the further
contraction of the currency by the retirement of about 9300,000,000 worth of
paper. Are you prepared to do that?
Are you prepared to say that this outstanding
debt
now circulating as money shull bo retired, shall be funded at a cost of
a year interest, and that t.io
national banks shall have the privllcro
alone of supplying the vacuum? II
you do that, then, my frlonds, you uro
in favor of the single gold staudard,
because Irrevocably it will carry you
there."
r

RUSSIA'S
Bho Probably

15, 18K

COINAGE.

Intend to Reach Oat for the
Oriental Tr.ide.

An enohange remarks that considerable interest has been created among
financiers by a recent cablegram announcing the intention of the Russian
government to cola next year 100,000,-00- 0
roubles in gold and 85,000,000 in silver, in addition to the subsidiary coin-agWhile Russia holds in coin and
bullion between 400,000,000 and
of gold, bhe has recently coined
very little of this, the total for the
For
past four years being 87,207,614.
the same period her silver coinage
amounted to 810,620,443. In 1894 the
gold coinage amounted to 82,225,231
and the silver coinage to 83,515,182.
Reducing the figures for 1990 to American money it is now proposed to coin
$77,000,000 in gold and 810,200,000 in silver, in addition to the small coins.
It is thought la some quarters that
the general purpose of this Increase Is
to begin preparation for the redemption of the Russian paper, which is the
principal currency in circulation in the
empire.
Last August the Imperial
bank held 8820,000,000 in paper. It is
also considered probable that in increasing her silver coinage Russia is
preparing to extend her trade into the
silver using countries of the Orient,
especially China, Japan and Corea. To
put this purpose into execution it will
be necessary for Russia to go outside
of her own country to secure silver.
Russia mines annually less than 8500,-00- 0
worth of the white metal, and as
her laws prohibit the importation of
foreign silver coin and the minting of
silver for private parties, it is probable
that the stock in the country has not
increased since 1803, when it was only
little over 84,000, 000.

ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

f

o.

The Demands of Gold.
If we are to maintain the Bingle gold

A Talc of Two Nations
should be read by every

one who has read Coin's
Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
This Eagle who pays a
year's subscription in advance. It will open the
eyes of thousands who are
unacquainted with the par-

ticulars concerning the demonetization of silver.
Send in your subscrip-

tion today.

standard the government paper money "SILVER'S CHAMPION."
must be retired. The only way that it
can be retired is by the issue of bonds
Til K
which will cost the people 815,000,000 a
year in interest. When this is done ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NEWS
the national banks will demand they
I),
KutnblHluxl J K.I
have already demanded that they be
given the right to fill the vacuum with
paper issues of their own guaranteed
TKRMS OF SUBSRII'TION.
by the government We shall then
have the currency of the country in
(IN ADVANCE.)
the absolute control of comparatively
a fow corporations which by means of
DAILY.
thoir associations can be contracted or
Í7..10
expanded to suit their own purposes. One yon r. by mull
jUulv.
1175
Six montliM by mull
The logic of the argument employed This is undoubtedly the scheme by Tluvi' m iiitlw by mull...,
1.U0
single
which
gold
the
to
standard
is
be
by the gold standard people drives
One month by mull
5
them to place silver dolían and silver bolstered up It is the core of the Sunday edition, (id panes.) year
$.'. 0
$U-000,0-

old-Bu- ff

certificates on the same footing with
the greenbacks and treasury notes.
They contend that the silver dollar is
not equal to the gold only because It
is Indirectly made redeemable in jrold.
Indeed, some of the leading gold organs have demanded that silver certificates le made expressly redeemable in
gold, and it is dillicult to see how the
demand can bo refused if the gold men
are consistent with their theory. The
logic of their argument requires a destruction of every other form of money
except gold. Memphis Commercial
AppciH.

financial situation at this
Constitution.
'

moment-Atla-

nta

Dully Editions Include tin Sunday.

WEEKLY.

An Able Advócate

the ablest speeches ever delivered in Georgia on the financial
question was that of Mr, Crisp before
tho legislature recently. Judge Crisp,
of course, declares unmistakably for
bimetallism at the present ratio, and
his argument to prove his position is
clear and concise, and looks like a hard
one to refute. The speech ought to be
One of

'

read by every man in the land.
(Oa.) Tolephonp.

Syl-van- ia

Oili yeiir, l.y mull, III iidviincu
91 .00
Kumplo copies of cither edition uu applica

tion.

Tlio News In the only consistent cbamploh
of stiver In the west, and should be In every
home In the west, and In tlie hands of every
miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your subscriptions lit once.
All communications must lie addressed tn

Newj Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
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WOULDN'T WEAR IT.
With one of those good intentions
d
Mlatake Made by a
with which the infernal regions are
nuhop in England.
!aid to be paved, an economic uptown
n
There Is a hnt story in which a
housewife recently dyed her hubby's
d
bishop mid a
tdiubby hat. The operation was permarquis played leading parts. The nun formed, says the Philadelphia Record,
uis, who nun ricd a Gaiety chorus girl, with a toothbrush and a package of
and, gent-rallspeaking, lived up to the untent dye, unknown to the. owner of
high siniidard or his marriage l:fe, wum the headgear, who put. his hat on beaccustomed to wear a particular style fore it was dry and sallied forth to his
of hnt, shorter tima that, favored by Chestnut street oftlce. On drying the
most men. One day, says the St.. .lames Derby turned a beautiful bronze,
Hull

Hliort-Nlghte-

in

FREE! FREE!

well-know-

lately-decease-

To all our subscribers,

--

Budget, he went into his hatninker's
in riecndilly and asked for a new one to
be made. The shopwalker took the hnt,
nod walked down to the far end of the
Bhop to give the requisite instructions,
leaving the hat less marquis standing in
the shop. At this moment there entered
d
bishop of X, also in
the
want of a new headgear. He snw only
a Rinull man, who might have passed tor
a shopkeeper, standing staring at him.
So he took his peculiar hat off his head
aud went up to him. "Do you think,
my good man," he said, persuasively..
l.ie
"that you have a hat like that
marquis looked at him for a moment,
speechless with indignation, while the
shopkeeper, seeing what was amis;,
hurried up as fast as he could. I'n fortunately, the marquis found his voice
before the hat man reached his client.
"No," he said giving the bishop back
his headgear: "I haven't got a hat like
that, and if I had I'm blowed if I would
wear it!"
short-sighte-

who pay a year in advance,
we will send

no liltle attention ns it.x igno-Hiand llissful wearer passed

through the principa streets, lieforc
he readied the ofiiee he was caught
'n a shower, and when he afterward
naw himself in a mirror his counte-iniic- e
was decorated like that of nil
Indian chieftain in war paint. The
dye wasn't fast black indeed, it
vusn't even black, nnd to the prejudiced eye of the unhappy husband it
reemed to hove been composed of
Teen, pink, blue, purple and yellow
The lecture he delivered on "false eeon- ny., when hp rtMll.luHi honie woul(1
,mve (loe rre(lit t0 Mrs rnlue

Navel Onmite.
has been shown that the tanger
Ine orange and possibly some other
varieties are formed througlf the effort
of the orange to make a secondary
growth at the. upeN of the original one,
only that it failed to make any original
nt nil. In other words, the tangerine
secondary
orange is a
fruit. How this can be brought nbout
r.my be readily understood by carefully
:ainnng the oranges known in the
BERRY'S HENS WERE SLEEPY.
i.tirket us the navel variety. In these
Rode Seventeen Mile 1'ert'lied on Wag- . Uses a smull orange can often be found
on Reitoh Without Waklillf.
nt the apex, sometimes of considerarle
Urin Berry has a big chicken farm in size. When the sniull one is largely
West BuMon and has several hundred developed and the larger one wholly
liens. Jle brings many eggs and suppressed, then we have the tangerchickens (dead and dressed) to Port- ine.
land, says the Portland (Me.) Pies?.
Coaching tho WltiiM.
He loads his wagon the night before
"My good woman," said the leurned
and stnrt at three o'clock n. in. Ik
has only 10 hitch up the horses and Judge, "you must give nn nnswer in the
drive olí. He (lid so the other morn- fewest possible words of which you nri
ing. It is a drive of 17 miles to this' cu pable to the plain und simple quescity. He reached here at just nlmut tion whether you were crossing the
sunrise.
street with the baby on your arms and
As he approached the United Statei the omnibus was coming down on the
hotel to deliver some produce some one opposite side and the cab on the left
shouted at him and asked him if he hud and the brougham was trying to pr.rs
brought his hens to market roost 1:4 the omnibus, you snw the plaintiff beon the crossbar under the vngon. lie tween the brougham and the cab, or
paid no attention, supposing the man whether and when you snw him at all,
was guying him. But when lie stopped and whether or not near the brougham,
nt the hotel aud others called bin at- and which of them, respectively, or
tention to four hens roosting undi r th" how it was."
wagon And just waking up, it was doubt'
Coming to America.
ful which was most astonished, Mr. Berlong
in
the
will
linger
A sight thot
ry or t he hens.
memory was witnessed recently nt the
Two of the latter were
( nre St. Lazare.
Huddled together
laid started down Federal street. Ciie
wall, with bundles of
the
against
was caught on Temple street and t!ie
around them, nnd
piled
other got down almost to llxelinnge clothes
costumes strange to the ille
in
dressed
street before it was captured. The cook
iumicrc, were 200 beings. They looked
ut the hotel bought the four liens for i V.e
hunted dogs nnd clung together.
too!;
one dollar nnd
Ihem home.
'..zed nt the noise nnd light. In truth
How many heus were nsieep under
were n band of Ainienini.s I'.- 'n."
the wagon when Mr. Berry started from :'.iey
.Yoin their country. Without now iv
e
home he can't It II but it is very
word of English, they have decided
ble that there wert
than four.
n fortune.
j to go t. America tor
panic-stricke-
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IN MEMORY OF FREMONT.
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structure, a monument worthy of the

A Monument to Be Ereoted in the
East to Mark the Hero's Tomb.
A

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

Beautiful Spot on the Hudson River
Selected for the Famous Soldier's Last
Resting Place Those Engaged
In the Work.

In the far west, a mountain, cappeil
with everlasting snow, is an enduring
monument to (Jen. John C. Fremont,
and it is now proposed that he shall
have one in the east. ,,The Associated
I'ioneera of the territorial days of California have started a movement to obtain funds for a statue to be erected
on the grave of the 'Tathflnder," who
made it possible to settle the states of
the Pacific coast and who preserved
the territory for the United States.
The final interment of Fremont's remains took place in 1894. He died in
the city of New York July 13, 1890. Tlie
oody was placed temporarily in tne
vault of Trinity church and was afterward removed to the receiving tomb of
If ockland cemetery on the Hudson. The
site selected for his grave overlooks Tap- pan Zee and the Hudson. The panorama of nature, which the great explorer loved so well, is no more beautiThe
ful on any spot on the globe.
quaint little villages of Hastings, Dobb'u
Ferry, Irvington, Tarrytown and Sins
Sing are on the opposite shore. In t'.:e
distance the waters of Long Island
sound add to the beauty of the location.
The long delay between (en.
death in 1S90 and his burial in
1894 arose in part because it was undetermined whether to lay his body in the
earth or in a mausoleum to be erected
above ground, and the final determination was not reached until the fall of
1894, when Mrs. Fremont made a request to have the remains taken from
the receiving tomb and laid to rest !i.
the ground "in the open air, for sun :
and snows to fall upon his grave, as he
fo often unflinchingly met them in his
life of toilsome duty done."
It was Mrs. Fremont's wish to have
the final interment private and without
publicity, but his old comrades in arms
and others who loved and revered h'.'i
memory felt that the name of Fremoi t
and his remains belonged to the nation,
and that they should be permitted to
attend his burial. In deference to thib
feeling the final interment and service1!-. incident thereto took place under the
auspices of the Associated Pioneers.
When the question of erecting u me-- 1
morial was spoken of at the grave of the
1'athflnder, and afterwards more fully
disciiRRed at the annual meeting of th
pioneers, the opinion obtained lluit.
very many, if not all of the early day
Californians, would feel it to be a privilege and also a duty to cooperate with
the Associated Pioneers in contributing
ond In raising funds necessary for a
monument. The opinion was also expressed that if the general public were
invited to contribute to this grotefi.l
and patriotic work a fund sufficient to
erect a very expensive and imposu:;
j

Fic-mon-

man, would be readily contributed; but
upon the suggestion that this great
publicity would probably wound the
feelings and the sensitiveness of Mrs.
Fremont, it was deemed best to confine
the cost of the monument to $10,000,
and also confine the movement to the
pioneers of California, as also his military, political and personal friends.
Mrs. Fremont was notified and sent
the following answer:
"This will assure you that the idea of
'
a memorial by the Pioneers and Loyal
Legions is entirely congenial to my
fiM'lings, and for some reasons better
than any personal memorial. The general did belong to his country, and did
do it great and unselfish service, ami,
while I could not ask, I can value and
thankfully accept so appropriate and
friendly a tribute."
Upon receiving this response a num- is the title of a neat illustrated voiume I
ber of artists imd sculptors were asked have just issued for men. It gives in
to submit designs for u monument that plain language the effects following
would express artistically and impress youthful indesenrtions and latter excessively the following story:
es an Seminal Weakness, Impotency,
In Fremont's first expedition across
the eont
uui u
iscent of what is called Fremont's:"'
peak, now in Wyoming, where, by act l'tt,y ttllJ 8Ure treatment ami cure at
of legislature, it is reserved as a state l"ni' without Duna or Mkdicinkh. It
also explains the cause and curcof Rheu- park.
lieturning to their camp of deposit niali.nn, Sciatica, Lumbago, Kidney
near a great rock 1,000 miles beyond Complaints, etc., without medicine. It
me JiiBHiwippi, xo wnicn me nauonai , , ,
,ril,hfi rílanmo n, ,nv.tMrtu
name of "liock Independence" has since
years'
wonderful
success in thecuring of
been given, he wrote:
"Here, not unmindful of the custom these t as !, and every young, middle-aire- d
or old man Buffering the Migntest
of early travelers and explorers in our
country, I engraved on this rock of the wcitkncKH should read it and know just
fur west a symbol of the Christian faith. where he etuiul.J. It is sent free, sealed,
1 mode on the hard granite the imby until upon reipiest.
pression of a large cross, which I covered with a block preparation of india I'll. SAN DEN, 026 19th St., Denver, Col.
rubber, well calculated to resist the influence of wind and rain."
A number of designs were received;
several of them were very artistic and
beautiful, but the design submitted by
The Jirtit of American Newspapers,
Mrs. Clio Ilinton Huniker, of this city,
whose genius ond fame as a sculptor
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imously preferred and uccepted. The
statue is to be of heroic size and the feet
of the figure will be on a pedestal 14
feet high, making the total height of
the monument 22 feet. Chicago

"AKLkb A. DANA, Mitor.

Tlio American Constitution, the Americio

Chinese Artillery and Dinner.

I (ItMi, the. American Spirit.

artillerymen to go to dinner punctually
as the hour strikes, even in the middle
of on engagement.
The
Railors do not leave their guns,
but-thegrowl horribly if their meal
hour finds them unavoidably engoged.
The men are cool enough to eat leisure- '.v w'tn ,ne shells flying round them.
Blackwood's Magazine.

and all the time, forever.

It is the custom of the best Chinese
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The Sunday Sun

Wisdom for a man's self is, in many
branches thereof, a depraved thing; it
is the wisdom of rats, that will be sure
la th
to leave a house some time before it
fall: it is the wisdom of the fox, that
thrusts out the badger who digged and
made room for him: it is the wisdom of Price
the crocodiles, tV.r.t
tears when

:o:::

t.

:v?:;

con.
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a copy.
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PUNGENT rV.ÍUü8APHS.
"Kodecke is a lazy scamp." "Thnt
so?" "Yes; Mrs. Kodecke takes in the
washing and lie docs t he 'rest.' " Boston Courier.
Had Some Good Points. "I enn't
use this poem, miss," said the editor,
but if you'll shorten it a little I'll publish it us a new college yell." Chicogo
Tribune.
A little fellow who wore striped
fctockings was asked why he made barber poles of his legs. His reply was;
"Well, ain't 1 u little shaver?" Credit
Lost.
"I don't object to anybody having
music in the soul," says the Manayunk
Philosopher. "What I kick about is
that they allow it to escape." Philadelphia liecord.
Precise. IXnminer "What do you
know of the life of Frederick the Great?
Tell nie as brie fly as possible." Student
Horn, educated, caned, loved, married,
died!" Lustige Hlutter.
"The world owes me a living," he
said, bitterly. "Of course," replied the
other, sarcastically. "Hut I don't seem
to get it." "Well, you never were much
good as a collector." Chicago Evening
Post.
An
Utensil. Digger
"See here, Maria, yer've had my gold-dis- h
to mix yer Hour in, an' tosetyer
milk in, and to bnthe the kid in but
I'll be hanged if yer'll use it fer a frying pan!" Sydney Bulletin.
An Appropriate Keepsake. "I presume you carry a memento of some sort
in thnt locket of yours?" "Precisely,
it is a lock of my husband's hair." "But
your husband is still alive!" "Yes, sir;
but his hair is all gone." Lo Spirito
Folletto.
"It's nil very well, Soper, for you to
talk about the advantages of marriage,
but my idea is thnt no one should have
more of a family than is absolutely
necessary." "What do you call absolutely necessary?" "Having a father
and mother." Brooklyn Life.
All-Hou-

BICYCLL IN
A Wheel Thnt

A

fun

HAND-BA-

He Curried
dinary Valise.

In an Or-

Frenchman named Leloup has invented a bicycle that can bu taken
apart, packed in n valise und carried,
as he insists, with ease and comfort,
whenever the wheelman is traveling
by rail. His bicycle, too, has this advantage, that if it breaks down on the
road the wheelman ean uncouple the
parís and carry it idling over his shoulder. The machine is not intended for
racing or, indeed, for very fast riding
of any kind, but for ordinary road
work.
In order to bring it within the compass of a moderate-sizevalise, he has
reduced the wheels to a diameter of
about 11
inches. The toothed wheel
which communicates the power from
the pedals is nearly as great as they
in diameter. The horizontal bur is in
two porta that are made
by
means of screws. When the machine
ir- to lie
packed this bar is unscrewed.
A

d

c

-,
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,
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. he maciJne is then in two parts,
TV.'.'
raddle is removed and the handles are
taken off. The. four pieces are then
easily packed, into n valise measuring
:".';. by 15 by a little more than 3
inches. The whole weight, of the machine is not above 18 pounds.
If the wheelman riding Lcloup's
wheel finds himself with a bro'n:
down machine on the road, he divides
it as before into four pieces, balanc;::
1 lit
parts and slings them over his
shoulder by means of a padded simp
e.'vrrird for the purpose. This, the
insists, is better than holdivg
the machine upright and trundling it.
The machine ean be taken apart and
put into the valise in about two minutes, nnd can he removed and made
ready for use in about the same ti e.
As pictured, it is rather an awkward-lookin- g
contrivance, the smallness of
the wheels exaggerating the height of
t ho saddle,
alxne them. The pedals
ve so close to the ground that the
Ver may at any time stop the machine
by putting a foot to earth. It is said
t'nit for this reason there is very little
(anger of serious accidents with the
Leloup wheel. As to speed, it is asserted that a single revolution of the
pedals will drive the wheel 13 feet and
Ü
inches, and this gives pretty rapid
wheeling. The machine is said to be
comparatively inexpensive. It is affirmed that the cost of replacing the
small tire is much less than in the ense
oí a larger wheel. X. Y. Sun.
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IF THE

DEAD

A French

Scheme to Trevent the
of I'remature Burial.

BECOME ALIVE.
PobhI-billt-

y

The unpleasantness of waking up
nnd finding one's self kipped in lead
and screwed down in handsome oak
some six feet belov the habitable earth
has been borne in so strongly upon
certain company promoters that the
result has been Ihe projection of the
very latest thing in cooperative tindci-tnkinThis is the Mortuary
company, which is on the
point of being floated in the French
capital, with every prospect of success.
The amount for subscription is stated
to be $li)0,()im, and dividends at the
rate of at least 100 per cent, may, it is
claimed, be confidently looked for.
The company undertakes to provide
sepuratcwaitiiig-rooms- ,
of two classes,
in a large mortuary building. The alleged corpse, will be comfortably de- v
vdted there upon a couch, and
l .okcd after till the fact that it
is u corpse shall have been established
beyond n question. The waiting-room- s
v;ll be tastefully decorated, with
everything about them to welcome the
revived tenant agreeably back to life,
but nt the same time will have a
cachet of somewhat "severe elegance."
as it were, to remind him how nearly,
but for the company, he had been dead
in the most terrible ways of dying.
Shareholders will be entitled to the
waiting-roonse of a first-clas- s
free
of charge, and no shareholder's heirs
will be allowed to visit him. The thing
hart evidently been thoroughly thought
g.

Wait-i'lg-roo-

care-r-:!l.-

(nt

pyt..,'vi-l-

!i
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THE SERIS
Bloodthtratlest

K

was tried lo bi.r iiim; slomsweie
te
thrown in the only result was that

INDIANS.

Kavagea.

ASTONISHING

'

A SALMON.
Impatient English Fluhenimn
Lout II In Key.
It is a good maxim to have potiriue
with a weeded llsh; indeed, this virtue
often stands the angler in good stead.
I once knew a friend of mine put to
serious inconvenience for want of it.
He had hooked a heavy salmon, and
this fish lay down and sulked, as salmon will do once in half a dozen
seasons, though not nearly so often, if
properly handled, ns some people suppose. My friend was a good fisher and
ullowetl his fish to take no liberties;
nevertheless this salmon lay down in u
Every known expedi
deep, black
n

w'

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

1)AIL it ANCHETA.
the fish took leisurely turns and re- 1)
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
angler
turned to his Btronghold. The
practice In nil the. courts of the terrl- got below him, above him, alongside of
tury. Otllco corner Texas and
him, and pulled on him to the limit of
SprlnK streets.
N. M.
the strength of his tackle all to no SILVEKUITY
purpose. A fine afternoon was ebbing
away and fish in the river were on the PIELPEK k HAKNE.S,

of All the North American

Trof. W. J. McGee, of the bureau of
ethnology, says that the Seris Indians
of the Island Tiburón, in the Gulf of
California, are the most bloodthirsty
savages of North America, lie snys that
their dwellings are extremely rude. To
make a home, they pile stones in the
form of a low breastwork about leaning
rock or in the entrance of aclift. The
house is always open on one side, and
is not intended as a shelter from storms
so much as protect ion against the glare
of the sun. Not far from Tiburón pt
roost in vast numbers, and the
Seris go there at night and with sticks
knock over as many birds as they re- quire.
"Xo other people in Xorth America
have so few conceptions of civilization
as the Seris. They have absolutely no
agriculture. As well as I can ascertain,
they never put a seed in the ground or
cultivate a plant. They live almost
wholly on fish, water fowl, and such
game as they kill on the mainland.
The game includes large deer, like our
blacktails, an exquisitely graceful species of dwarf deer about the size
of a three months' fawn, peccaries, wild
turkeys, prarie dogs, rabbits and quail.
They take very large green turtles in
the Gulf of California, Mesquite beaus
they eat both cooked and raw. The
mesquite is a small spreading tree that
bears seeds in pods.
"These Indians are fond of carrion.
It makes no difference to them whether
a horse has died a natural death a week
or a month ago, they devour the flesh
greedily.
"The feet of the animal they boil until those parts are tender enough to
bite. The Seris are nmong the very
dirtiest of savages. Their habits in all
respects are filthy. They seem to have
almost no amusement, though the children play with very rude dolls. Before
the whites came, they used pieces of
shell for cutting instruments.
"I ought not to forget to say that
they are accustomed to catch deer by
running and surrounding the animals.
Xo trad it ions worth meut ion ing appea r
to exist among them. The most interesting ornament I saw worn by any of
them was a necklace of human hair
adorned with the rattles of rattlesnakes." ropul n r Science News.
How
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job. What was to be done?
A bright thought occurred to the
sportsman. He had a bunch of keys in
his pocket the keys of all his most
sacred repositories. They were on n
ring that opened like a hinge. Fitting
this round the butt of his rod, without
having the patience to remove the keys,
lie ran it down over the point, and the
whole bunch went rattling down tin-line and lodged on the salmon's nose.
It had a splendid effect. Away went
the fish like a dog with a tin kettle nt
its tail; 20, 30 yards of line whizzed
from the reel, and then there came
disaster. The point of the rod flew up:
tlie fish was gone; back came the flics,
but bock did not rome the keys! Thirty
would have sufficed to remove
t'.io keys before using the ring; fish and
ring might indeed have been lost, but
the keys would have been safe. Blackwood's Magazine.
A
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Little Traveler from Dreiden.

little traveler arrived from Dresden
the other day at the Anhalt railway
A

stn-tio-

ATTUUNKYS AT LAW.
on Arizona Streu

j

n

On his hat was fastened
a ticket bearing the words: "It is to be
noted if any person has the kindness lo
take an interest in this boy, he is de
sirous of joining his relatives in San
Transisco."
The boy, who is seven
years old and knows nothing of German, Is a little Czech, and comes from
in Berlin.

A.M.
.Ml ver City
Chapter. No. 2. Masonic
Ill
1 i 1.
Hi'ituliir convocation on ;I Wednesday evenliiK of each uiont li. All companion
E. M. Yoixu, U. 1',
invited to intend.
1'crry li. Lady. Sec'y.
I P. iV A. M.
A t Silver City Lodge, No. 8. Meets at Mason-i- c
itiill. over Silver City Nat'I Hank, the
Thursday cvciiIiik un or ueforu the full moon
each month, All visltinir brothers Invited to
attend.
John imm.kk. W. M.
I'tiiitv II. Lady. Kec'v.
A E. S.
v.ilvcr City Chapter No. II. O. E 8, Meets
every 1st mid .1,1 Tuesday in each month at
.Miisuim-ii.iii- .
.tliss, May I. Uauuis, W. m,

Prague. The guard had brought this .Mils. Nkixy ii. Lauv. foc'y.
youthful immigrant with him as f.i :
as Berlin. An official of the Anhalt ir o.o.i'.
i Jus L. ltldKidy Encampment No. 1, meets
railway took the lad to a neighboring
l and 4th Wednesdays of each
month.
Isltlni; patriarchs cordially Invited.
hostelry, and, after giving him someST. (iKOIUik KUUINSON. C. 1.
thing to eat and a cup of coffee, again C. U. Hell. Serlhc.
handed him over to the guard for
I O. o. V.
to Hamburg In the train. The I I Isaac
Tiffany Ludir". No.
meets at Odd
little, fellow hnd been provided with n I'clluws' Hall. Thursday ev. ninas.
the
order
cordially
to
invited
railway ticket, and also with a ship's
C. J. HKU N . O.
U. h. Wl.NUitiDiiK. Hee'y.
free pass. Yet he is without a pfennig
of money, so he will be entirely de- I O. U. F.
i
Octree
pendent upon the charitableness of his I I Helen l.odiie. No. 7.
MeeliiiKS second and fourth Krltlnv nights in
London News.
ro ll tuo.illi, ai liall of I. s. Tiffany Lodire No.
i- lhk. I'. Mi Cf 1.1.01 it. N.O,
;
l
A I'erullnr Affliction.
Miss M a mi k I oi.son. Sec'y
Of the 4,000 soldiers lying in the
i: oi'i'.
at Madagascar a great many suf- IV MeetXd and Hh Tiiewlay nljrhts of each
m Hank Hull II
Vlsltlinj Knights
fer from abscesses on the legs, caused month,
Invited,
J. J, SiimiilMN. C, C
W. A. Cassman. K. H . e.
by grass seeds having sharp barbs
which enter the flesh. This is news,
though it is not new. Before the war
O. r. W.
on the 1st und Id Hiiturday of each
ninny creóles, working in the gold n.onth.eetsrVllow
workmen cordially Invited,
nines there, lost some of their toes, and
A.U. Hoiin. M. W.
M
K.
YuuMi, Kec,
sometimes half the foot, in consequence
of wounds inflicted by the tiny points of
ATCHISON, TOliKA- SANTA FE
such poisonous grass seeds.
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